
 

THE IGNATIAN REVIEW 

Headteachers Welcome 
Welcome to our Ignatian Review.   

As the articles you are about to read suggest, it has been another re-
warding and fulfilling term despite this new way of working.    We have 
achieved so much together and have much to be proud of.   We taught 
remotely from 4 Jan to 8 March; we set up our own lateral flow 
test centre; we had our Spring Concert; a new year 7 Welcome Event, 
Parents’ evenings, celebrated World Book Day and our Duke of Edin-
burgh students are following their course remotely and preparing for 
their expedition this summer.  We also opened our new Sixth 
Form Centre and Ms Palacios-Soler has started a thriving debating club 
with the Sixth Form, to name just some of the achievements this term.   

It is unusual for us to be in school during Holy Week but we have been 
preparing for the Feast of Easter.   In these extraordinary times, Easter is 
a timely and powerful reminder of God’s love for us.  Easter is both a 
solemn and joyful Feast but ultimately, one of hope.  Today, we have 
our Tenebrae service, a service that reminds us of the darkness of 
Christ’s passion and suffering.   On Sunday we will celebrate the light 
and wonder of Christ’s resurrection.  I ask that you encourage your child 
to celebrate the Easter Triduum and to attend services on Holy Thursday, Good Friday and The Easter Vigil. 
I hope that you enjoy our Ignatian Review and I wish all our families, staff and governors God’s blessing this Easter.   
Mrs O’Keeffe 
Headteacher 
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The Catholic Life of the School 
CAFOD’s Walk for Water campaign, which was launched to students with an assem-
bly created by our Sixth Form CAFOD ambassadors, highlighted the story of Abdella 
who lives in an extremely remote and mountainous part of Ethiopia. It takes him ten 
hours a day to collect water. Abdella feels his life is being wasted as he has no time for anything else.   

Students were encouraged to raise money by being sponsored for walking, running or jogging over a chosen distance or com-
pleting any form of exercise (check out our twitter feed to see our CAFOD Ambassadors in action.)  At the time of writing, we 
had raised an amazing £683 from Parent Pay donations alone. Many thanks to those who have supported this great cause. If 
you would like to contribute to this charity now, you can still do so at Lent Charity 2021 via Parent Pay..  

Our second Lenten charity was an Easter Egg Appeal – We joined with Exodus Youth Worx UK to pro-
vide Easter eggs for local schools (including the College) and charities in the local community including, 
Enfield Women’s Centre and Enfield Carers. At the time of writing over 100 eggs had been donated to 
the school. Thank you again for your generosity. 

Lent saw the creation of a KS3 and KS4/5 prayer group. Pupils are invited to learn new ways to pray, 
many of which are in the Ignatian tradition. We are currently using Lectio Divina, a Benedictine way of 

praying. The KS3 prayer group takes place after school on Wednesday, while the KS4 group is on Thursday. 

Lenten resources have been made available for families, including on-line retreats, the daily Examen, 
on-line Stations of the Cross and ideas of how to keep the three Lenten challenges - 
FAST, PRAY, GIVE.   

The College, with the support of Exodus Youth Worx, continues to provide food parcels 
to families in our community. If there are any families who could benefit from a food 
parcel, please email Mr Dawson, in confidence, dawsonj@st-ignatius.enfield.sch.uk.  

 

A Jesuit twist on lockdown: 

Mr Brolly SJ offers a reflection on finding meaning in the difficulties of the current situation. 

Is it possible to discover the new, while remaining at home, surrounded by the familiar? How can I 
open my mind when feeling closed between four walls and a screen?  

In the first week of the current lockdown I came across an interesting article 
on BBC news, introducing a new idea: ‘burbing’. In a nutshell, it’s a way of 

taking the lockdown restraints of remaining close-to-home and turning them into an excuse for discov-
ering small details of our local area that we had up until now taken for granted. 

Over the past few weeks, rather than hurtling past the inconvenient, ‘boring’ streets 

I’ve taken the time to cycle slowly, stopping to admire and photograph. In some 

ways, it transformed a functional physical exercise into a deeper spiritual exercise, 

as I discovered beauty in the ordinary and neglected normality.  

It would be impossible for me not to dedicate some of this reflection to Lent, as we enter this important 

season of spiritual renewal, personal growth and preparing for the coming of Easter.  

For hope, try comparing this Lent to last year’s. Twelve months ago we were entering a place much dark-

er, more unknown and lives were about to be changed, or even taken, in the most unexpected of ways. 

Today, despite the plethora of demands placed on us as we adapt, we find ourselves in a much brighter, 

hope-filled place. 

While we must ward-off complacency, we can all cast our eyes with gratitude, joy and wonder at the 

small flowers currently pushing forth in our gardens and our local parks, springing forth like shoots of 

hope – unstoppable – like the approaching mystery on a hilltop outside Jerusalem…... 

mailto:dawsonj@st-ignatius.enfield.sch.uk
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/54626043
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/54626043
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Subject Updates 
This world book day was very different to the usual ones planned by our English Co-

Ordinator but we have to take out hats off to Miss O’Neill for her inspiration and 

dedication to inspiring students to get involved.  Instead of just the one day, stu-

dents received a week of assemblies to include various activities around reading 

and English in general  that they could take part in, but the piece de resistance was 

the Masked Reader Competition!   

Students were asked to guess who was behind the mask describing their favourite 

book.  Can you guess who these teachers are? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We also saw the English Department suspend their key stage three curriculum for the day to 

enable students to participate in a virtual 'Escape Room.'  

In order to escape from their online English classroom, students were challenged to solve a 

series of codes and cryptic clues by undertaking a range of activities such as: reading blurbs 

and excerpts; watching book trailers; exploring a range of genres and researching authors.  

Students really enjoyed the experience and revelled in the challenge. One Year 8 student said: "It was fun but challenging. I 

could do this all day!" Another student agreed, commenting: "It was a great way for us to learn and gain new knowledge.” 

 

Spring Concert—Tuesday 23 March 

With the recent lockdown and restrictions around group music-making, our Spring Concert this year looked rather different 
to past events, featuring a range of solos played and sung by students from Year 7 up to the Sixth form.  

Students recorded performances from home on their own volition and submitted them for the event.  Sadly we couldn't 
feature every performance that was handed in, but we have included a selection to showcase the talent of our students.  

The concert was mixed together by Mr Duguid and uploaded on our St Igs Arts YouTube channel. If you have not yet seen 
this, you can access the concert using the link at your own convenience. https://youtu.be/qp5xEVaX_xw 
 
We would like to thank all the students who took the time to record themselves and to parents and carers who have sup-

ported them. Hopefully we can host a 'live' event in school in the near future.  

A huge thank you to Mr Duguid for all his hard work in making this event happen - well done! 

https://youtu.be/qp5xEVaX_xw
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Subject Updates Cont.. 
The Year 7 Interclass final was between Arrowsmith and Southwell, both winning 
through their respective qualifying rounds.  The teams took to the field and it was Ar-
rowsmith who dominated from the off. A goal after 8 minutes, followed quickly with 
another a minute later took Arrowsmith into the lead. Even the most organised defences succumb to such intense pressure 
and again their back line was breached with an effort from the edge of the area which eluded the desperate dive of the keeper. 
3-0 quickly became 4-0 and then 5.  Possibly relaxing, and thinking the job was done the Arrowsmith defence overcommitted 
to an attack and the high pace break from the Southwell attack produced a goal completely against the run of play.  The half 
time whistle blew and it was 5-1 to Arrowsimth. 

Mr Makins brought the Southwell players in for a team talk, Mrs O'Reilly too distraught to stir her troops into action, staring 
defeat in the face.  Mrs Kelly on the other hand made 11 team changes drawing on her strength in depth and bringing on fresh 
legs! 

The second half began and buoyed by their late first half goal it was Southwell who stole the initi-
ative, pushing Arrowsmith back into their half, there were some gilt-edged chances which were 
squandered but after some lack lustre defending Southwell scrambled a second goal.  It was Ar-
rowsmith's turn to be a little nervous and they hadn't fully recovered from conceding when an-
other shot was lashed into the bottom corner. 5-3! Suddenly the Crocus of Hope grew within the 
Southwell players and they swarmed all over Arrowsmith pummelling the goal with shot after 

shot forcing some outstanding saves from the keeper and defenders' blocking, but even these heroics weren't enough and the 
spell was broken and a low effort passed the keeper to make it 5-4!!! 

There were only 5 minutes to go and Southwell threw everything at Arrowsmith, searching for the equaliser.  From a free kick, 
with the Arrowsmith defence at sixes and sevens the ball broke forward and gifted Southwell an equaliser.  5-5!!!!!   

Final Whistle…  Penalties...  The teams selected their penalty takers. 

The first two penalties for either side were scored for 2-2. It was Southwell who blinked first and their third penalty was 
saved.  Arrowsmith scored their third to make it 3-2. Southwell then missed the next one too. Suddenly it was Arrowsmith with 
the chance to seal the win, the penalty was scored and the team cele-
brated but the celebrations were short lived as the penalty was taken 
before Mr Roche blew the whistle, it had to be retaken. The second pen-
alty was saved, still 3-2. Southwell stepped up and had to score to stay 
in the competition and score they did to make it 3-3. So it came down to 
the last penalty, score and its all over, miss and it would be sudden 
death.  The run up was hesitant, the keeper made himself big, the ball 
went to the keeper's right, he guessed the right way but couldn't keep 

the ball out.  Goal!!!!!   7 Arrowsmith Interclass Champions 2021 

 

Kilometre Challenge 

Congratulations and a big well done to all those who took part in the kilometre challenge.  Many were able to overcome the 
constraints of the most recent lockdown to record some excellent personal distances. 

Collectively the pupils managed to walk/run/cycle 2,645km enough to get to the Vatican City and then 
walk on to Loyola. 

The award for the Form that contributed the most km is 10G with an impressive 434.2km just ahead of 
7P with a distance of 417.7km 

The individual challenge winner goes to a pupil in 7P.....Robin with an excellent 174.5km closely followed by a fellow class-
mate, Richard who recorded a commendable 112.5km.  Well done to all who took part, hopefully you are a fitter Ignatian 
than when you started! 

The staff competition is still being hotly contested and will come down to the final day, the top 3 at present are Miss Red-
mond, Mr O'Rourke and Mr Roche, each pushing the boundaries of human performance to claim the KM crown! 

Final results in the next newsletter! 
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Subject Updates Cont.. 
Over the half term holidays, Mr Brolly challenged his English class in Yr 9 to compose their own poems having spent the half 
term studying poetry. The theme was 'Write a poem about your experience of the Coronavirus Pandemic'.    

 

 

 

Life in solitude 
 

It began as if it was a summer vacation 
that was never ending.  

Could not even go to a train station, 
just pending. 

 
-The government announced a lockdown- 

Online lesson pursued 
Students were getting education. 

And everyone was in a mood, 
while learning linear equations. 

Just pending. 
 

Can't go anywhere without a mask, 
Can’t see family, 

Can’t have birthday parties,  
And that means no presents 

 
It began as if it was a summer vacation 

that was never ending.  
Could not even go to a train station, 

just pending. 
Olgierd. 9A 

My Experience during the Lonely Lockdown 
 

As the long lockdown left me listless 
As I sat down at the table doing my work 

As I sat down thinking about my life in the lonely lock-
down. 

The first lockdown hit me hard,  
Like a burning ball of fire - rocketing into the ground. 

I was devastated, 
I was worried,  

I was scared that I couldn’t see my friends. 
 

Day after day, message after message, 
I got concerned that I wouldn’t go to school. 

Why? I was saying to myself. Why is this happening? 
Later on, I began to adapt with the current situation 

Doing my work as if I was in the school… 
 

6 months later, I went back to school 
Happy, excited and relaxed. I was curious bunny 

Hopping around the place to see my furry friends. 
But not everything was back to normal. 

We couldn’t socialise with other year groups 
The teachers came to us and we weren’t allowed in the 

canteen. 
 

2 months later another lockdown started 
So we went back to the same rules 

To the same routine and the same empty streets. 
 

Christmas then came along 
A boring Christmas 

With no friends around 
No dad with me this time 

And no relatives. 
It was as boring as standing in a long line. 

 
The next lockdown was different. 

I went to school instead of staying at home. 
I thought I would be so lonely to not be alive 

Until I realised that the people there weren't that bad, 
As I made friends for life. 

 
Best 9C 

Cry Corona Cry 
I wake up, turn on the news, corona strikes the headlines  
I’m slowly drifting towards feeling petrified but I know we 
must be strong 
Corona strikes people to the floor like a bowling ball to pins. 
Bang, thud, bang!   
I cry with sympathy for the innocent lives swept away from 
this intimidating virus 
 
I am grateful for my supportive friends and caring family 
I am grateful for a roof over my head 
I am grateful for the ability to chat to my closest friends 
online  
Being grateful and supportive will always overcome challeng-
es 
 
When the rains crashes down, I see a kaleidoscopic rainbow 
When I feel I’m tumbling, I see a new gate opening 
Week in, week out, my hands clapping like wings towards my 
heroes 
You won’t beat me, you won’t beat us, we are stronger 
than you 
Luke 9S 
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Subject Updates Cont.. 
Our year 13 Biology students participated in a Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) session organ-
ised by Middlesex University. This began with a lecture about PCR. Students were then thrown 
right into a virtual lab simulation where a murder had taken place! They had to use biological 
techniques to solve the crime. They were then tested at the end to see what they'd learnt. 

 

Meet the Teachers 
Hello I’m Mr Cassidy  

I always consider myself fortunate to come from such a vibrant and culturally diverse city that is London.  I 
appreciated it even more when I travelled north for further education, where I studied Ecology at Lancas-
ter University.  I’ve always enjoyed learning about the complexity of nature and how organisms impact 
their environment and vice versa.  Teaching was always my next step and London was always the place to 
do this.  I wanted to share my passion for Science with others and give them the tools to succeed in this 
area.  Studying at King’s College London, I received my PGCE.  My first placement school was St Ignatius 
College, and it has been my home for the past 12 years.  In this time, I have gone from Science teacher to 

Head of Science and am now fortunate to be Assistant Head of KS3 Achievement.  I plan to continue to pass on my love of 
Science, but also of Science fiction and the importance of exploration beyond our own door steps. 

Hello I’m Miss Gallagher  

I have always been fascinated by ancient civilisations. This interest grew when I completed a Latin home-
work project in Year 7 and found out that the Romans had lived in my own borough of Enfield 2000 years 
ago! I studied Classics at the University of Birmingham and it seemed a natural step for me to become a 
History teacher to pass on the knowledge which had inspired me. I was delighted to find a vacancy here at 
St Ignatius College, meaning I could give back to my local community by working with young people. 

I have since become Learning Coordinator and I thoroughly enjoy welcoming 180 new Year 7 pupils to the 

College each year. I can’t wait to offer Latin lessons again soon when enrichment activities resume as I feel 

passionately about the benefits of studying the ancient language. It forms the basis of the Romance languages and so much 

of our English vocabulary today stems from Latin. For now, I am practising my language skills on Duo Lingo (my day streak is 

339!) 
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Enrichment 

 

KS5 Spring Brilliant Club Programme 

 

Fifteen Year 12 students are taking part in the Spring Bril-

liant Club programme and they are just about to complete 

their final assignment. Justin, Andre, Sarah, Dewnith, 

Marco, Samuel and Raf-Andy have been studying ape skulls 

with Ms Westland.  

Josh, Savan, Harris, Vinoorth, Shenel, Patrick, Emmanuel 

and Tashithan have been learning about Immunology and 

how to fight pathogens with Ms Montgomery.  

Both tutors have been impressed by the commitment and 

the subject knowledge of our students.  

Careers 

On the 16 March 
Year 9 students 
attended a presenta-
tion and live 
Q&A organised by 
Inspiring The Future.   

The workshop was based around the breadth of careers in 
Engineering and Aviation and students heard from 5 speakers 
ranging from pilots to engineers.  

One pilot speaker had over 50 years flying experience and an 
engineer had built the cameras that are currently on the Mars 
Land Rover!   

This is what one of the volunteers/speakers had to say about 
the session. 

University Preparation 

Ms Pastore arranged a presentation and live Q & A for a group of African and Caribbe-
an students delivered by Imperial College London.  They spoke to students about what 
extra support is available for students attending the university from an African and 
Caribbean background. 

St Ignatius Debating Society 

March has seen an exciting return to school for the Sixth Form.  Not only have they made the marvellous new Sixth Form 

Centre their home, a successful new after-school club has taken off – the St Ignatius Debating Society.  Meeting every Mon-

day after school for an hour, the Society has already debated two contentious motions: ‘The British police abuse their pow-

ers’, and ‘Euthanasia should be legalised’, the latter motion was defeated by a considerable margin. Ably chaired by Dara, the 

debates have featured absorbing contributions from a range of main speakers such as Sean, Tajah, Shenel, Stephen, Edward, 

Dewnith and Harris in Year 12, and Aedan, Marcus and Ekene in Year 13.   The final motion, on the last Monday of term, was 

‘War is a necessary evil’, proposed by Harry, Seth and Nana and opposed by Dara, Da-

vid  and Aedan.  We very much look forward to seeing new faces in Room 105 on Mon-

days after Easter. 

It is envisaged that, when the school can mix more freely, this society will form the 

core team and we can move to whole-school debates in which students from other 

years can participate.  Such has been the quality of debate so far that I can imagine we 

will be able next year to participate in national competitions.  Mr Ingles  
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Common Room Life 
From being in Roselands to integrating into the main school, the Sixth Form 
area has seen a major improvement on the whole. From the outdoor seating 
area for sunny days to the indoor area where students can work and socialise, 
the new Sixth form building has never been better for all aspects of student 
life. 

There are plans for a food truck that will be open all day for Sixth Form stu-
dents to buy food, snacks and drinks, which is an essential in my opinion.  

There will also be student-led decoration of the walls, to ensure that everyone 
in Sixth Form feels comfortable and enjoys being in the new area.  

There are some aspects of the old area that will be missed, such as the private aspect of the building, however the school has 
tried to replicate this feeling of being in an upper school by creating a Student Card system, which means only Sixth Form 
members can access the building with special key cards specific to them. This is an amazing way to give students independ-
ence and make us feel more like the young adults that they are. 

Finally, something that I think that everyone appreciated the most, is the conversion of the old toilets to the new ones! The 
new toilets have been designed with student's ease in mind, with a mirror stretching the whole way across and multiple 
stalls.  

I think that I speak for everyone when I say that that the school has successfully created a safe, comfortable Sixth Form area 
which is going to be enjoyed by all students, current and future.   

We all give thanks to Mrs O'Keeffe and all those involved in the design and development of the building. 

SAVAN 6.5 

 

Student Review 

I love the new Sixth Form block! 
There are a multitude of facilities 
for everyone to use such as the 
new study spaces and the new 
food pod.  

In my opinion, I believe that life 
in the Sixth Form has been great-
ly improved. The extra addition 
of the Chromebooks allows for 
more work to be done during 
study periods and increases effi-
ciency of work rate within the 
sixth form. 

Dara  6.2 
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Dear Parents and Careers, 

We hope you enjoyed the new FIGS newsletter sent our earlier this term.  It is 

hoped that this will be a forum for all of us who want to connect, share and enhance 

our parenting experience at St Ignatius College, and that of our boys too! 

Any ideas, suggestions, articles or inspirational writings would be appreciated to 

enrich our newsletter.  Please send these to newsletter-

figs@gmail.com. 

Our wider school community needs voices to further improve 

our wonderful school. 

We look forward to hearing from you! 

 We’re hiring! 

If you or anyone you know are 

thinking of  moving roles, 

please visit the school website 

for full details of open posi-

tions. http://www.st-

ignatius.enfield.sch.uk/291/

careers-at-st-ignatius-college 

 

01 Apr  Early Closure—Easter Holidays 

02 Apr - 16 Apr Easter/Spring Holidays 

19 Apr  Return to School 

22 Apr  Year 8 Virtual Parents’ Evening 

03 May  May Bank Holiday—School Closed 

13 May  Ascension of the Lord Mass (Remote) 

20 May  Year 11 to  Sixth Form Transition Event 

31 May - 04 Jun Half Term Holiday 

11 Jun  Year 13 Farewell Mass & BBQ 

23 Jun  Year 5 Taster Day 

25 Jun  Catholic Inset Day 

01 Jul   Year 6 Induction Day 

06 Jul   Summer Arts Festival 

13 Jul   Sports Day 

16 July  End of Term—Early Closure 

Are you following us on our so-

cial media accounts? 

Twitter  - @St_Ignatius   

 

Facebook  - St Ignatius  Col-

lege, Enfield   

 

Instagram  - 

@officialstignatiuscollege  

 

We’ll  keep you up to date with all the latest 

news and events happening in school. 

http://www.st-ignatius.enfield.sch.uk/291/careers-at-st-ignatius-college
http://www.st-ignatius.enfield.sch.uk/291/careers-at-st-ignatius-college
http://www.st-ignatius.enfield.sch.uk/291/careers-at-st-ignatius-college

